A Southern Charm

WORKSHOP

BY GLASS JAR PHOTOGRAPHY
Hey Ya’ll! We’re Planning a Workshop!
Come hang out with us and learn how we shoot and interact with our couples, cameras, surroundings, and each other. Sweet Tea, Magnolia Trees, and lots of learning and shooting!

**WHEN**
April 8th-10th

**WHERE**
The Winchester Manor in Huntsville, AL

**HOW MANY**
There will be 20 seats available (first come first serve basis)

**INVESTMENT**
$2,500
(AL residents please note normal 8% sales tax will be added)

Presented By:
[Glass Jar Photography]

Styled By:
[FINERY]
APRIL 8
1:00PM - 7:00PM
Meet and Greet
General shoot questions
Description of Equipment
How to work with normal couples
Picking good locations
What we look for when setting up shots
Working with the light you’ve been given
Shooting inside
Shooting people inside
Shoot with normal people/models (GOLDEN GLAM Styled Photo Shoot)
(Catered dinner in the Grove will be provided)

APRIL 9
9:00AM - Noon
Tips for Shooting with Professional models
Learning the best angles
Posing 101
When and Why to use REAL models
How to Build Your Portfolio
Brand Yourself
Learning who your client is
How to say "no" politely
Utilizing Social Media
(Lunch at the Manor will be provided)

1:00PM - 8:00PM
Love and Limestone Styled Photo Shoot (with Professional Models)
(Transportation will be provided)
(Catered Dinner will be provided)

APRIL 10
9:00AM - Noon
Shooting details and tablescapes
How to get involved in styled shoots
Tips for designing/styling shoots
How to get your work featured on blogs and magazines
FAQS

IS TRAVEL AND LODGING INCLUDED?
No...you are responsible for getting to and from the workshop venue (The Winchester Manor) and for your hotel lodging (if required). We have reserved a block of rooms at the closest hotel for those of you who will need lodging for the event, but you will need to call the hotel directly to book and pay for a room. There will however be transportation provided for any off location shoots (see Itinerary).

ARE MEALS INCLUDED?
Not ALL meals are included. Please see the itinerary for a list of which meals are listed as provided. If it’s not listed in the itinerary then you will be responsible for those meals. There is however a nice little restaurant directly across the street from the venue. :)

WHAT EQUIPMENT WILL I NEED TO BRING?
We ask that you bring your equipment (cameras, lenses, lighting, etc.) which you usually shoot with. Although we will be passing our equipment around to be looked at, we just don’t have enough to provide equipment for everyone attending. Our goal is to show you how we shoot, what we use and how to better use the equipment you already have.

WILL I BE LEARNING HOW TO EDIT?
This workshop is targeted towards shooting and great capture...not editing. While we may reference it and touch base on it slightly we will not be spending any time really looking at it closely. Why?...Well there just isn’t enough time to do it all and 90% of the photos you see from us were actually shot that way in camera. So we felt like it was more important to focus on the most important part...great capture. Please reference the itinerary for a complete list of what we’ll be teaching and what you can expect to learn.
Come be part of our Southern Charm Workshop. Join us, learn some tips and tricks, network, and build your portfolio.

To officially book please email us at glassjarworkshops@gmail.com with BOOK as the subject line. Please note there’s a limited number of seats available and will be booked on a first come first serve basis. You will be officially considered as booked once we receive your contract and deposit in hand.